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Three South American
· monkeys who have acclimated
them&elves to New Mexico's
climate live behind UNM's speech
del>arf;ment building and have
become a private "zoo" for
passer&·by.
The three, two wooley
monkeys and a spider monkey,
~c the family pets of William and
Joy Sclulab, 1800 Los Lomas,
N.E.
''They are supposed to be
susceptible to colds, but when
they have a choice of staying in a
heated house or outside, they stay
outside. If they ha'Ve a choice of
slel;!ping in or out, they stay O\lt,"
said Ms. Schaab.
She said some 10-15 students a
day stop by the wire mesh
enclosure and play with the
monkeys.
"They are unusual in that they
were raised in a home and not
outside," she said.
Ms. Schaab, a psychology major
at UNM, said the monkeys were
not used for research or study.
Initial Daily Lobo efforts to track
down the monkeys started at the
psychology department.
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'It Adds to One's Resources'

Bilingual Program Developed
By PETE VIGIL
A program is being designed for those
students who wish to prepare themselves to
teach in bilingual classrooms. The program, a
Composite Minor in Bilingual Educ~tion
(Spanish- English), is being developed by
the Elementary Education Department of
the College of Education, and will become
effective this fall.
Dolores Gonzales, associate professor of
Elementary Education, said she hoped that
the bilingual minor would train students to
teach in the language instead of just teaching
the language.
She listed two assets of the bilingual
minor. First, it served to conserve the
Chicano heritage and resources, and lastly,
the expansion of economic and educational
opportunities.
Advantage
'~I see an advantage to being bilingual, it
adds to one's resources to be bilingual, and it
serves as a continual reminder of the
Chicano heritage. If we could make more
people aware of the advantages of being
bilingual, we would be able to expand their
economic opportunities. For example,
paying higher salaries to bilingual telephone
operators. Why not? She has a definite
advantage over a telephone operator who
speaks only one language," Gonzales said.
Mari-Luci Ulibarri, assistant profe~sor of
elementary education, has a contention over
what kind of Spanish a person should learn.
t'The student learns academic Spanish in
school, the Queen's Spanish, he is not
learning " 'barrio Spanish'. He does not pick
up the humanistic qualities of the
Chicanos/' she said.
Gonzales and Ulibarri see bilingual
education as a menas of protecting the
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Chicano culture. But Ulibarri emphasized
one major point.
"Saving the Spanish language just for the
sake of the language ·is not worth it. Saving
the culture is more important. The
University of New Mexico has not
internalized that the ''melting pot theory"
does not work. Pluralism of the minorities is
necessary," Ulibarri stated.
Changed
An interesting sidelight to the l'lilingual
minor was that it was changed, Ulibarri said,
due to student pressure -not professors.
Chairman of the Elementary Education
Department, David Darling, said the
government sees bilingual education as
"compensatory". It is seen as improving a
child's achievement by keeping the child's
language and using it to teach him.
"The goals of bilingual education are
compensatory because it is used for cultural
preservation and accommodation. Cultural
preservation because it keeps the language
for the use of the child, and accommodation
because we use his language to teach him,"
Darling said.
"The national trend for bilingual
education concerns itself, primarily with
elementary education and the funding is
meant for pre-school and elementary
programs. The national concern is with the
youngt high schools can operate as they have
been," he added.
Gonzales explained that teaching in
Spanish in elementary education is done in
either of two methods or "models". The
first is the Transfer Model which is teaching
is Spanish (New Mexican dialect) for the
first three grades alternating with English
throughout. After the fourth grade the child
is taught only in English.

Senate Approves Busing Compromise
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The
approved a moderate
anti-busing compromise Tuesday
after three presidential
contenders • returned to help kill
·a proposal which would have
prohibited fedm·al judges from
ordering busing to integrate
schools.
The milder restriction, mainly
suppdrted by ndrthern moderates
and liberals, would deny federal
funds for racial - balance busing
unless local school officials freely
ask for the money without
coercion from Washington,
It was dtawtt up by Senate
Dem ocr a tic. Leader Mike
Mansfield and GOP Leader Hugh
Scott to try to head off public
pressure for tougher measures.
Senat~

Photo by Chuck Fcil

li!Jajor Barbara
One of the 10 actors~>in G.B. Shaws' "Major Barbara" lays stunned by
the play's impact. The play, which begins its four-day run tomortow
night in KeUer H'.all, was based on the German Krupp family. Sets for
Major Barbara were designed by John Wright Stevens, who designed the
set for last spring's production of "The Trial.' The eortiplete story is on
page 4.
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lt would also forbid spending
any federal money to bus children
over excEiptionally long distances
or to inferior· schools, and
postpone implementation of
multi·district busing plans ordered
by federal courts until all appeals
are exhaustEid.
Thus, the Senate overturned its
43·40 vote Friday when it
approved an amendment to a
federal aid to education bill which
would not only bar federal judges
frdtit ordering f'drced busing, but
take away the federal
government's chief enforcement
weapop. That is the authority to
withhold federal funds from
school districts which ref11sed to
comply with federal busihg
orders.

'''

The reversal was at least partly
the rasult of three candidates for
the democratic presidentia1
nomination 1 who wera absent
Friday, returnihg to vote Tuesday.
They were Se:ns. Hubert H.
Humphrey, George S. McGovern
and Edmund S. Muskie.
It took four roll eall votes to
untangle the parliamentary snarl
that developed over the emotional
busing issue. But the crucial votes
were the 50·4 7 defeat of the
amettdment by Sen, Rdbert P.
Griffin (R-Mich.) to prohibit
court - ordered busing, and the
63-34 approval ot the more
moderate measure, sponsored by
Democratic Leader Mike
Mansfield and Republican Leader
Hugh Scott.
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Conserve paper-give tbis paper to a friend

editorial
An article in yesterday's Daily Lobo
recorded some of the comments, many
critical, from dorm residents about the
training table and special dini.ng facilities for
UNM basketball and footbn!l stars.
The athletic department pays for the food
and had paid for construction of the
mezzanine where the athletes eat - but, the
students and New Mexico's taxpayers pay
for the athletic department.
While the taxpayer may be willing
through the state appropriation to subsidize
paid athletic entertainment, I am not.

My five years as a student at UNM have ..
indicated many others are not and would
welcome an opportunity to say so.
The ASUNM Senate will tonight consider
a resolution to put the question of the ·
mandatory $14/sem. athletic activity fee on
the Spring ballot. Its passage is questionable.
The Senate should at least give their
constituents a chance to speak. We urge its
passage, and urge students tired of
supporting the gladiators to tell the senators
this tonight (7 p.m., Union, room 250).

EUPHORIA IS BUILDING OVER THE EVENTS IN PEKING •••

New Mexicans are now in the unenviable position of
watching the wholesale destruction and dismemberment of
their state at the hands of the land developers and
subdividers. Most other people have been unaware of the
destruction of their particular environment until after the
fact. However, we in New· Mexico will be the conscious,
knowing witnesses as the subdividers rip up our fair land and
sell the bleeding, broken results to the fools who believe their
lies and half-truths.
Listen to St(;)wart Udall, former U.S. Secretary of the
Interior. "(New Mexico) ... is under siege by speculators ....
Large ranches are bought dirt-cheap in the back country
several miles from Albuquerque and Santa Fe. Surveyors are
hired to plot a grid of roads and chop up the land into
thousands of small lots. 'Streets' are then bulldozed across
the land, creating dust pollution and soil erosion.
Street Signs
~"Street signs are posted and are .¢-ven fan~y names, and presto! ~the flat dry wasteland is now an 'estate' ready to be
sold ... to city dwellers in the East and Midwest ... Virtually
none of these new instant developments has assured water or
sewer facilities."
What Udall says in happening is happening - and is
happening in a big way. New Mexico is being sacked by the
subdividers like a beached whale is attacked by thousands of
weasels- only some of our weasels are pretty damn big. Less
than half a dozen land developers own more than one million
acres of New Mexico, and there are about 300 different
subdivisions developed or planned inside our borders. In four
counties of northern New Mexico, the weasels have already
gobbled up 256,000 acres and plan a population on just part
of their domain of 430,000 people- nearly half of New
Mexico's present population! And these sorry bastards are
not only unregulated, but they don't even have to be honest.
Wider Hori2;ons
Listen to Horizon Corporation, "Extension of (electricity,
gas, telephone) services to a particular lot... may not be
economically feasible for the lot owner."
Or how about the developers of Santa California City?
::There are no prov1sions for street maintenance after the
year 1975. Flash flood may destroy portions of the street in
certain units."
Can't you just see the poor shmuck from Cleveland, sitting
out on the 1h acre of tumbleweeds he paid six. grand for, no
water, no gas, no electricity, and no telephone. And his road
just got washed out. Reminescent of snake-oil salesmen in the
1880's o:r the developers of Florida swamps back in the '20's,

bema~~~---

Back to Hamburgers, Fellas

Kinds of Violence

By SANDY PORTER
The aJ;ticle " 'Kill or Die' for
Women's Lib" (Daily Lobo, Feb.
24) concerning Robin Morgan's
talk last Wednesday not only
contained subtle forms of
discrimination, but also was
inaccurate.
The reporter could not have
missed Robin's mentioning of the
phrase coined by the media,
"Women's Lib". Gay Lib is also
used by the media, however never
does one hear of Attica Lib or
Black Lib as thymedia knows
what would happen if it used such
subtle forms of ridicule on these
groups.
Robin is not in Women's
Liberation, as she see& the
women's movement divided into
three main parts.
The women's rights movement
which works within the system to
cl1ange d.bcriminatory ~laws,
women's liberation movement
which is concerned with changing
basic attitudes and roles which
discriminate sexually, and radical
feminists which is a revolutionary
faction concerned with changing
the present power structure
outside of the system. Itis the
radical feminists part of the
movement to which Robin
belongs.
To understand her view of
violence, one must understand
that Robin's goals are not for
"crazy, neurotic, castrating"
women to seize power, enslave the

male sex, and practice all forms of
persecution back on men that
have been practiced for so long on
women.
Her goal is for a world in which
neither race nor sex would be as
important as the unifying fact of
being human, it is only her
methods which are being disputed.
There is a difference between
reactionary violence of the
oppressor on the oppressed and
revolutionary force u~ed .by
the oppressed to change this
system,
All actions by the oppressed to
change this system Robin sees as
an "extended form o£
self-defense." Her mention of the
possible assassination of priests
comes from the belief that for any
woman who has died either from
pregnancy or childbirth of an
unwanted child and for any
woman who has died on the
abortion table because of unsafe
conditions, any person who
preventPrl hPr, Pit.hPt through laws
or morals, fJ:om obtaining birth
control or a safe abortion, is
guilty of helping to cause her
death.
Assassination of the pdests as
retribution for the deaths of
countless women who have died
for these reasons might be
questioned. However,
assassinations to prevent the
deaths of countless more women
is what Robin means by
"extended forms of self-defense"
by an oppressed people.

bema~_ ____,__
Women Counter Lobo Account of Incidents
By Truly Nolen
There are some of us who are
wondering how your Daily Lobo
starr writer Paul Scherr came to
know so much abou~ the events
that followed Robin Morgan's talk
given Wednesday night?
It is indeed surprising that,
since there were no other men
present in the hall at the time, he
thinks he has such an accurate
account. We wonder if he didn't
go O'-'er for a friendly chat with
Mike Driscoll to find out the
"truth," which Mike's mind
undoubtedly would. not be able to
supply, since he is rumored to be
unbelievably stupid, even if he
hadn't been drunk on Wednesday
ni!lht, which he was.
So for the benefit of those
women on campus who are
wondering what really did
happen, and since in the name of
democracy both sides should be
heard, wr der.ided to writ£> you.
Pseudonym
First, however, we must add
that we were disappointed to see
that you didn't even have the
foresight to have Scherr use a
woman's pseudonym or even
better set up a woman to write a
similar article- how much more
effective lt is to have women
berating women Cot sttch ttttcalled
for violence against a poor
lllnocent boy like Driscoll.

who wished to take up the little
time Robin had to talk to sisters,
in drawing attention to
themselves, because after all
what's more important than a
prick? Boys do seem to have
trouble dealing with that
question.
However we were able to
convince all those who remained
behind that it was in the interest
or good health to leave us to
ourscl..,es. Then, lo and behold,
who should stagger in but Mike
Driscoll, 200·1b. wrestler, prick
champ of the campus.
Here a little history should be
added: that same afternoon Robin
had been invited to talk to a class
on feminism. She had generously
informed lhe boys in the claS!:
that they could sit quietly and
listen (perhaps for the first time)
to what women were saying. tn
the middle of elass Driscoll
"wandered in" and announced
that he had :1 stateml'nt to make.
Robin thereupon informed the
dear boy she was talking and that
she did not take statements from
men.
This seemed to disturb
Drisc!oll's ego beyond what one
would normally consider a sane
reaction. Not belillVing that Robin
was serious, and not being able to
contain his wealthy contribution
to the class Driscoll proceeded to
sit in the back and talk loudly to
himself and whoever was
interested in his "fuck you's"
oecasio nall:y interspersed with
"goddam bitch", or perhaps it was
"cunt" it was not altogether
intelligible.
Needless to say his obnoJCious
behavior put considerable strain
011 Robin's ability to talk to the
wornett in the class. He was asked
to leave. He did 11ot lea..,e.
Escort
Se..,eral wom!'n volunteeJ:Nl to
escort him to the door, the
Invitation was accepted.

First, I will simply give an
a~count of the event after thE:
speech that 1 would like to
demonstrate some or the blatant
sexisrn displayed by your staff
writer, Robin finished talking,and
announced that there was to be a
reception for women only, to ask
questions.
Most of tl1e men left .•. a few
1ingered overly long ~\lld had to he
asked to Je;:we so that we could
talk to each other witho~1t the
pres!' nee of male voyeurs, or those
Page 2

Surrounded by women he was
given a chance to get up by
himself, he did so and came up
swinging like a real gentleman.
He caught one woman in the
face and tore another's shirt- he
was however ejected from the
room quite successfully. So much
for the history that Scherr
conveniently forgot to include in
his "scathing" editorial (Daily
Lobo, Feb, 25).
Shortly after the reception
began Driscoll arrived- somehow
his friend Paul got the impression
that this poor "male wandered in
looking for a friend and was
attacked by a mob of Robin's
fanatics.'' Someone ought to
inform him that women are quite
eapablt> of thinking for
themselves.
Well anyway the truth must
come out- Driscoll was
approached by two women and
asked to lea"'e the hall, he said
"fuck off" and proceeded to
ignore the request or the sisters.
Strange but thcte seems to be a
pattern to the boy's behavior.
Due to this lack of
responsiveness other wornen were
called up to convince hirn of our
seriousrtess. He and his girlfriend
(who did. not ha"'e to leave, but
chose to stick by her "man") were
escorted by about 15 women to
outside the building.
The woman who had been
slugged by him that afternoon
mentioned the tact that this was
the very sarne boy causing trouble
again- well you can imagine our
surprise at his willingness to eome
baek for more.
1 must also merttion that by the
time he was out the door he had a
large belt. wrapped around his
right hand with a large brass
buckle at its e11d. What a
convenient weapon - who was it
that said Driscoll wasn't looking
for trouble?
I have also hem•d the rumor

that it was his girlfriend who gave
him the belt, strike me dead for
repeating such a rumor if it isn't
true.
Fell Down
Upon hearing he had been
recognized Driscoll began to
run • • • being in lousy shape, he
fell. Needless to say he was not
hard to catch, and he was told to
apologize for his behavior that
afternoon. That proved to be too
much of a demand for his already
depleted ego and he could not
bring himself to do so.
We thought that with a little
encouragement perhaps he would
see this way through to an
apology -so we beat him up.
Not only did he not apologize,
but evertJ time we were willingto
stop the fight and allow him to
get up, he would start .it all over
again by swinging at the woman
nearest him. This proved to be
unwise on his part and prolongt!d
the fight. Driscoll was already too
drunk to really feel much, which
added to his stupid bravado.
The next day he attacked the
wornan who was teaching the
class. He came into the Union and
upon tinding her alone he
proceeded to throw out the
heaviest insult he could think of
for a woman~ that she was
"ugly" ~ when she did not
respond with the proper despair
but instead cracked a joke he
became outraged and hit her. I'm
sure her revolting de..,iation from
his perception of a woman's
psyehe was just the last insult the
poor boy could stand. That by the
way was not mentioned in either of
your articles in the Daily Lobo ...
whate..,er happened to complete
reporting?
Editorial
Basically that's the story. Now
to Paul Scherr's editorial. I hate to
have to make this analogy again
and again because I think that our

oppression and what we do about
it was women need no justifying,
however for those who can't see
"what these chicks' problem
is • , •" I will run it down one
more time.
If you read an article that went
like this what would you think?
"I don't know if Rap Brown
ieft town in a black Packard or if
he's still in town stockpiling guns
und assembling bombs. But his
true - believing followers remain
behind to carry out, or at least
fantasize, his juvenile gangster
tactics under the guise of 'ending
black oppression' . . . a lar:ge
group of these fanatics attacked a
white who wandered in looking
for a friend • . . one of these
mimic Hell's Angels got a better
idea and held a wrench over his
head . • . it is doubtful if this
incident would have occurred
with~ut Brown's inflammatory
speech, even though a few spiteful
niggers wouldn't pass up that, or
any other chance, to 'teach a
white a lesson'. There are those
people who need desperately
someone to supply them with the
courage or the excuse to act . , ,
Afld when they do release their
frustration it is always in the
manner prescribed by their
idolized leaders •.• " Does that
sound fascist to you?
Sincerely from those spiteful
pinko dykes who appear to haunt
Scherr's worst fantasies.
We were, sadly, not surprised
by the large amount of coverage
given to a "sctatch" over one
boy's eye, when women are
weekly raped and beaten on the
campus • . • where is Paul Scherr
when these events take place?
At any rate we would like to
extend an invitation to him to
decide once and for all who
gangster tactics really defeat . , •
he {!an. find us it he just looks for
the house with all the black
Packards parked in front.
NEW MEXICO LOBO
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considered by members next
month.
"We will have to overcome
parliamentary tactics .. , by that I
mean a filibuster, said Bayh. "Our
toughest battle will be to muster a
two-thirds majority to break a
filibuster."
But the amendment also faces
other obstacles- extraneous
riders that might make it
unacceptable to the House, to its
feminist supporters or to the
Senate itself.
These possibilities induded
provisions to outlaw busing of
children to integrate schools, to
legalize prayers in public schools
and to assure that women will not
be drafted in the miiitary service
for combat duty:
,
As approved by the committee
and earlier by the House, the
amendment reads: "Equality of
rights under the law shall not be
denied or abridged by the United
States or by any state on account
of sex."
Several attempts to alter the
amendment were beaten back in
the judiciary committee- the
chief one a substitute by Ervin
that would have retained the

existing laws which protect
women's rights as mothers,
widows, wives and workers.
Feminists contend that these
laws, while sometimes desitable,
more frequently aJ;e used as a
shield for se~wal discrimination,
They said such statutes as ones
limiting a woman's work week to
40 hours stand in the way of fomalc
workers reaching executive
positions.
'.l'he National Women's Political
Caucus said it viewed ''with much
satisfaction," the judici;lry
committee action. "Our Senators
as well as oul.' present field of
presidenti!ll candid.at~fjJIDJel\tedly
assure us that they are committed
to ending discrimination against
women and minorities," the
caucus said in a statement.
"If they truly are committed,
they will be in the Senate
chamber when the ayes and nays
are counted and they will pass a
strong bill without crippling
amendments."
The Verran~ano • Narrows
Bridge, between Staten Island and
Brooklyn, N.Y. has a suspension
span of 4260 ft.
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The subdividers are screwing everybody. They're screwing
the dumb cluck from New York who believed the shady
salesman, they're screwing us- the natives of New Mexico,
and most of all, they're screwing the land- they're gutting
it, damning it, devouring it, and smashing it - all for a few
more greasy coins in their fat pockets,
Protection Denied
And what about our legislators. the guys who are supposed
to pass laws to protect us? A fairly good emergency
subdivision regulation bill was introduced by the few
honorable men who inhabit that vil.e chamber, but the
half-assed, reprobate, wasted worms who still run the
legislature defeated it and destroyed all the ·hopes of
protecting .our land for another year. Evidently, the free
steaks, booze, and broads provided up in Santa Fe, by the
money and land powers did the bill in. Just remember the
names Aubrey, Dunn, A.T. Montoya, Edmundo Delgado, and
Eddie Barboa (among others) and vote against these
miscreants.
So what can you do? In the coming months, this column
will discuss the people running for the state legislature.
Support and vote for the ones who will protect New Mexico.
Write a letter to Gov. King (who, to his everlasting credit,
proposed the subdivision bill this year) and communicate
your outrage at the subdividers and ask him to really push for
a good,. comprehensive land use bill next year. His address is
Office of the Governor, Santa Fe, N.M. 87501.
Write Central Clearing House, 338 E. DeVargas St., Santa
Fe, N.M. 87501, and ask for further information on
subdivisions and what you can do.
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Remember- this weekend~
March 3, 4 & 5-10 a.m. to 5:3()
p.m. - The Albuquerque Artists
for River Defense ShowEncanto Hall, 201 Highland Par}{;
Circle, S.E. (between Gold and
Silver, just west of 1·25)- all
works hall' price- all proceeds to
Rive:r Defense.
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By ROY MeGHEE
WASHINGTON (UPI) ·~ The
Senate Judiciary Committee
approved 15 to 1 Tuesday a
proposed constitutional
amendment guaranteeing women
the same legal rights as men. But
it is expected to run into
determined opposition on the
Senate floor next month.
An identical measure has
already passed the House and. if it
is appl.'oved unchanged by the
Senate, it would be offered to the
states for ratification. Under the
constitution, any <J.mendment
must be approved by two-thirds
majorities in the House and
Senate and ratified by
three-fourths of the states.
The only committee vote
against the amendment came from
Sen. Sam J. Ervin Jr. (D-N,C.),
who preferred another version
that would have outlawed any
legal distinctions between the
sexes ·except those based on
physiological or functional
differences.
Sen. Birch Bayh (D·Ind.), chief
sponsor of the amendment,
conceded there would be plenty
of opposition when it is

isn't it?
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Women Guaranteed Same Rights as Men

By Dave Forematt
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Senate Me~ts. Tonight
ASUNM S•1nate will decide
tonight if a question will be
placed on the 1972 Spring
General Election ballot <Jsking if
the mandatory $14 per semester
athletic fee should be optional,
remain the same, be abolished, or
raised at their meeting at 7 p.m.
Senate will also vote whether or
not to allocate $418 to the
Student Nurses Association to
send two representatives to the
National Nurses Convention in
Detroit, Michigan April 30-May 5,

Academic. Advisement Is AliveAnGWell-AfUNlVI.

A $2 7 0 allocation to send
ASUNM Senate Vice President
Jack O!Guinn to the second
National Student Symposium an
the presidency M;~rch 17-19 in
Montauk, N.Y. will be considered.
Another appropriations bill to
allocate $150 to the UNM lnter Fraternity Council to send five
delegates to Western Regional IFC
Conference in Los Angeles, Calif.
March 23-25 was given a "do pass"
recommendation by Finance
Committe~! last night.

appointment. Departmental secretaries are often the
best resource people for arranging appointments and
often the best resource people for arranging appointrecommending appropriate advisors to help you with
your problems.

In the next few weeks you will be receiving pre-registration materials for the fall semester. To avoid confusion and indecision why not seek help? We urge you
to consult with an advisor before completing the necessary forms. The advisors listed below are available to
you for consultation during the posted hours or by

.._ -.,

We hope you cut out this section of the Lobo for future reference.
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Department

AdYisor's Name

Anthropology

Entire faculty

Biology
(and Health Sci.)
Chemistry

John W. Stevens Designs Drama Set

HavingTroubleWri.ti·ng Home!

IIave t he LQb0 DQ It FOr YQU.T
__
One .LIJI'ear
•-

$7.00

All you need to do to have the LOBO mailed to your home is

~end $7.00 to: LOBO, UNM P.O. Box 20, University of New
Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico, 87lU6 or come by the
office, Journalism buildin~r, room 205 at the corner of Central

By SCOTT BEAVEN
As set designer John Wright
Stevens sees it, George Bernard
Shaw's "Major Barbara" is about
the morality of war.
"It raises a lot of important
questions that people would
generally rather not think about,"
he said. "I find it particularly
t!i!levant for Albuquerque, since
"the city is such an important
component of the militaryindustrial complex."
Stevens is a professional set
designer from New York, He
designed the PBS special "An
American Christmas in Words and
Music" which waa aired on
channel 5 in December, and also
worked as Cecil Beaton's assistant
on the Broadway production of

"Coca" with Katharine Hepburn,
which he refuses to discuss
"because. anything I would say
about that shaw would be
libelous."
"Major Barbara" is Stevens'
second assignment for the UNM
Drama Department- the first was
the much- acclaimed set for
Franz Kafka's ''The T!:ial,"
produced in Keller Hall last
spring.
Although Stevens enjoys
working at U.liiM he iinds Keller a
"perfect example of cold, sterile,
hideous contemporary
architecture- it was great for
"The Trial" but we've had to
make a lot of changes for the
Shaw play."
These changes include the
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construction of a false proscenium
and the addition of curtains, both
of which arP nPcPssary to create the
19th century atmosphere implicit
to the play.
The play's atmosphere may be
19th century, but its focus is very
much a part of the current scene.
One of the central characters is a
munitions manufacturer to the
world who has a total disregard
for the consequences of his
actions. Originally pattl!rned after
Germany's almost legendary
Krupp family, "I nevertheless
thinkthereisalot·ofUncleSam
in the munitions magnate,"
Stevens.said.
The play pits two lifestyles
against each other: that of the
munitions manufacturer, who
rationalizes his behavjor .by
declaring that he lteeps bread on
his employees' tables, and the
lifestyle of his daughter who
works for the Salvation Army and
is a pwtotyp<1 of today's "Jesus
freaks." As Stevens puts it, "She
provides
bread
to the
hungrydown
and
then
orders
them
to ltneel
and pray."
"Anyway, it's a fabulous pfay
and one that is being
rediscovered a major
production is scheduled for New
York next year," he said. "1 think
the present production offers an
excellent opportunity to the UNM
college community and I hope
they take advantage of it."
The play opens tomorrow night
in Keller Hall and will run for four
days.

Economics
English

Entire faculty
Entire faculty

MWF 9:30-10:25
T Th 10:45-11:45
MWF 9:30·10:25
TTl\10:45-11:45
MWI<' 3:30-4:00
Th 2:00-3:00
TTh 2:00-3:00
Ask dept. secy.
M W 10:30-11:00
MWF 9:00-10:00
M W 9:30-10:30
M W 9:00-10:30
T9;00oll :00
Th 10:30-11:00
'l' Th 1:30-4:30
Daily after 4:00
MWF 9:30·11:00
MWF 10:30-11:30
M 9:30~11:20
T 11:00-12:00
Th 11:00-12:00
TWTh 3:30Ask dept. secy.

Mary Bess Whidden
Entire faculty
Roger Y. Anderson
Douglas Brookins
George R. Clark
Paul J. Fitzlmmons

Sherman Wengerd
Entire faculty

Inter American
Affairs

Entire faculty
R. Entringer

J. V. Lewis

M & C Languages
French
German

P.Murphy

D. S.King
Entire faculty
Entire faculty
H.Meicr ·
R. Dick
D. Draper

Ask dept. secy.
Ask dept. secy.
T Th 10:00·12:00
M F 8:30-9:30
M J< 3:304:30

G. F. Peters

Spanish

BOOKS, BOOKS

Pltilosophy

G. Brower
s. Ulibarri
R.Goodman

Physics

J.D. Finley

FAIR PLAZA

LOMAS & SAN PEDRO N.E.
Open Mon.-Fri. 1Oam·9 pm •
Sat. 10 am·S pm
Suh. lpm-6 pm

Astrop11ysi~..s

Political
Science
Psychology
Sociology
Speech Comm.

M 8:30-10:00
M 1:00-3:00
T 1:00-3:00
W by appointment
Ask dept. secy.
MWF 10:30-11:30
M F 1:30--2:30
T Th 11:00-12:00
T Th 1:3()..2:30
F 10:30-11:30
M F 2:30-3:30
Th 11:00-12:00
M 2:30-3:30 .
W F 9:30-10:30
M F 2:30-3:30
M F !1:30-10:30
M 1:00-2:00
Th 10:45-11:45
T Th 11:00-11:30
w 10:00-11:00
M W 1:30-2:30

BOOKS
·--u~~

Castetter Hall 17 3-A
Clark Halll03

Joseph Kuntz

George R. Jiracek ·
Klaus Keil
Albert Kudo
Abe Rosenzweig
Charles T, Siemers

Journalism
Mathematics

Ask dept. secy.
Ask dept. secy.

T Th 8:30-11:30
TTh 2:15-3:15

Katherine Simons

History

Advisor's Dept.
Advisement Hours Location
Phone
Phone
Anthropology Bldg.
4524
Ask dept. secy.
5348

Donald Tailby
David Johnson

Dorothy Logan

Geography
Geology

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND ADMINISTRATIVE SCIENCES

1915 ~oma
Bandelier West 201

5226
2345

Bandelier West 220

3015

Bandelier West 125

4118

Bandelier West 103
Bandelier West 204
Hodgin Hall 201-A
Northrop Hall 308
Northrop Hall 148
Northrop Hall 144

2205
4247

Department

R.Edgel
M. Saner

2614
2821
4435
5000
5304
2516
2909

Art Education

Industrial Educ.

Health, Pe., and
Recreation
Home Economicn

2843
4201
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The U.N.M. Thunderbird now on distnbution- get yours, Room 205 Journalism. We are in
need of fresh material for our March issue, so try to turn in contributions as soon as possible!

Northrop Hall147
Northrop Hall B-18
Northrop Hall 302
Northrop Hall 301
Northrop Hall B-10
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Art Educ. Bldg.
Art Educ. Bldg.
Educ.114
Art Educ. Bldg.
Indust. Educ.lOO

4112
4112
4113
5519
5805

41l2

Indus. Educ. 101

4131

5530

Mesa Vista, 2100

4132

Ask dept. secy,
T F 9:30-10:30
w 11:00-12:00
Th 1:30-3:30
M 9:30-11:30
· T 9:00-10:00 ·
2:3().3:30
Th 3:30-4:30

Johnson Gym 172

3131
4316
4049

1805 Roma, 215

4607

Secondary
Education

Education 109

4135

George Hirschfield
Robert Esparza

M Th 3:00-5:00
M 1:30-3:00
w 10:00-12:00

Educ. 218

4322

Educ.219

5040

Ask Dean's secy.

Farris Engr. 107

4115

COLLEGE OF ENGINEfRING

2000
4334

Northrop Hall B-17
Northrop Ha11126
Mesa Vista 1096

All Departments

2841

Mesa Vista 3096
Journalism 216

3203

Marron Hall 219

2304

Marron Hall120

4903

All faculty

D. Schlegel

Art

R. Ellis

Most of the day
(by appointment) .Arch. Bldg.102
F 1:30-3:00 ·
Art 004
MWbyappt.
TTh 10:00-11:00 Ciafts AnneJ~ 002
MWF 11:30-12:30
T Th 10:00-11:00 Fine Arts Ctr. D-200
T 11:30-12:30
T 1:30-2:30
Th 9:30-10:30
Th 1:30-2:30
Fiite Arts Ctr. 1109
M W 10:30-1_1:30
MTW Th 1:00-1:30 Fine Arts Ctr. 2127

c.Paal::

3243
2326
4613

Drama

N. Blackburn

Music

J. Batcheller

W. Selby
Ortega Hall 353C

3713

5907

Ortega Hall347C

3638
5404
5616
4024

5907
5907
5907
2405

Ortega Hall423
Ortega Hall 445
Hodgin Hall 103

5238
5148

Ortega Hall 307
Scholes Hall 202
1915 Roma 132
Speech 204
Speech 103

All faculty

2903
2511

2003
3421

4332

4825

2126

3811

Ask Ms. J. Merritt
to set up appt.
Mesa Vista 3094

2607

4224
2536

MWF 9:30-10:20
MWF 11:30-12:20
T Th 8:00-9:00
'I' Th 4:00-5:00
Pharmacy 107

2625

2535
3241

COLLEGE Of PHARMACY

2617

5104
4121
2501
5305

4633
4421
2808

3133
4203

COLLEGE OF NURSING

K. Stahl
Physics 180
Physics 168

5521

COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS

Architecture

GENERAL ACADEMIC ADVISEMENT

Honors Program
and U.S.P.

J.Howarth
P. llottome
J. Schlegel

MWF 9:00-11:00
1'W 1:004:00
Daily 9:00-12:00
and 2:30-5:00
By appointment

bean of Students
Associate Dean of Students
Assistant Deans of Students

HonorsCenter
Honors Center 127-c

2201
2900

Honors Center
rtnivcrslty Col!ege

2201

K. Glaser

C. Roberts
R. llosco

L. Rominger
M. Henry
0. Gandara

'l'he Dally New Meldco Lobo is
published Monday through Friday
every regular week of the University year by the Board of Student
Pub1icatiuns o£ the UniversitY Of
New Metdco, and is not financially
associated With UNM. Second class
post.age paid at Albuqerquc, New
Mexico 87106. Subscription rate is
$7 for the acadernit year.
The opinions expressed un tlte
editorial pages of 'l'he Dally Lobo
are those of the author solely, Un•
signed opinion is that of the edi·
torial board of The Daily Lobo.
Nothing pr.infed ln 'l'he Daily Lobo

4131

w

4434
3636
2747
2020
2030

2900

2634 ""' .
Telephone
29!15
3105
3125
3225
3225
4938

The above deans have offices in Scholes Hall J57 and wiJJ be glad ta sec you by appointment,
ot drop by any time and one of them will be available for conference.

Office of Orientation and Advisement

aeademie
advisement

1805 Roma NE

Wednesday, March 1J 1972

or Telephone 277"3730
Page 5

'.

•

T 8:00-12:00
w8:30-12:30
wall day
M W 9:00-12:00
MWF 1:30·3:30
M 2:30-4:00
T 3:20-4:30
w 1:00-4:00
Th3:204:30
'l' 9:00-11:00
Th 9:00-ll :00
Th 2:00-3:00

No. 100

NEW MEXICO LOBO

'.'
I t I,,

Entire faculty
M.Smith

Counsc1illg Center All Counselors

necessarily r~prcscnts the views of
the University of New Mexico.

Page 4

F. McCulloch
P. Peterson
A. Townsend
G. Cunico
C. Brown

F. Schroeder

Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
Albuquerque, N.M 8'7106
Editorial Phone (505) 277·
4102, 277·4202;
Advertising 277 ·4002

(c.. .. r.,..~~..t

R. Johnson

A. Garrett

2308
2310
3546

Advisor's Dept.
Phona
Phone
4305 2317
2947 2317

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

New Mexico
DAILY LOBO
Vol. 75

Advisement Hours location
Bus. Adm. 290
8:00-S ;00 daily
8:00-5:00 daily
nus. Adm. 210

Advisor's Name
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Flouse OK's Noise Pollution .c4ct

School Record Holder Ingemar Jernberg

Lobo Pole Vaulter Sets Sights On Olympics

Provides for $25,000 Fine
WASHINGTON (UPI)- Told
that the n<Hion 's cities have
become "Accoustical slums," the
House voted Tuesday to authorize
government noise standards for
new products ranging from
motorcycles to rock music
amplifiers.
The 356 to 32 roll call vote
sent the bUl to the Senate after
sponsors said standards set by the
Environmental Protection Agency
(ERA) under the· measure would
make America a significantly
quieter place in which to work
and live.
Rep. Paul G. Rogers (D·Fla.)
warned that unless the bill was
enacJ:..I!d "we may expect by the
year 2000 that three quaders of
this nation will have significant
hearing imparities."
At least 44 million persons live
near highways or airports, Rogers
said, and ''noise from
transportation has created
acoustical slums in almost every
major citv in our n&tion,"
Noise Standards
Under the bill, EPA would
establish noise emission standards
for new products identified as
major noise so1H~Ps in four
categories: construction and
transportation equipment
including recreational vehicles,
motors or engines, and electronic
and elE.'ctric equipment.
"Does the bill cover rock music
and all that jazz? asked a skeptical
Rep. H.R. Gross (R·Iowa), who
also wanted to know if the

$25,000 fine stipulated in the bill
could ]J., levied on the operator of
a loud motorcycle,
Rogers, a chief sponsor of the
bill which also has administration
backing, said the fines would be
directed at manufacturers whose
products do not meet EPA
standards.
He noted tests showed 40 per
cent of the University of
Tennessee freshman class suffered
from hearing imparity and Rogers
said a contributing factor was
believed to be loud music.
"I think they will take a look at
these amplifiers so that when you
go into a place you are going to be
assured of not being deaf when
you go out," said Rogers.
Aircraft Noise
In addition to requiring EPA to
publish standards within 18
months of passage, the bill would
direct the administrator of the
Federal Avaiation Administration
to prescribe standards and
regulations to lessen aircraft noise.
· The EPA would be authorized
to request the FAA to review
st&ndards which do not
adequately protect the public.
'J'hA Nbmn Arlmini11tration had
proposed giving EPA veto power
over FAA noise standards and
regulations.
The House rejected an
amendment backed by members
representing residents who live
near busy commercial airports
that would have given EPA
authority over the FAA in setting

noise standards.
Other amendments aiso
rejected would have set up a
commission to study possible
curfews for after midnight
operatio11 of airports and banned
flights at supersonic speed by
civilian aircraft.
The bill, which authorizes $26
million over three years for the
noise abatement program, &!so
provides:
-citizen suits may be brought
against violators of noise control
requirements or the EPA or FAA
for failure to carry out provisions
of the bill.
-Authority for EPA to issue
regulations requiring labeling of
products which emit noise that
can adversely affect the public
health or welfare or which are
sold on the basis of their
effectiveness in noise red\Jction.
-JI'hat it is the policy of the
United States to promote an
environment for aU Americans
"free from noise that jeopardizes
their health or welfare."
-EPA will identify products
that are major noise sources and
provide information on
techniques to control noise within
18 months of passage. The EPA
will also coordinate all federal
programs on noise research and
control.

For the past two track seasons defending champ finished second
Ingemar Jernberg has· been the 'with a vault of 16·%.
class of UNM's pole vaulters. Last
Outdoor Season
year he established a WAC record
New Mexico's outdoor season
in the indoor championships with begins Saturday and Jernberg is
a vault of 16·6. This season the hop~Jful he will continue to return
victodes have been hard to come to form after recovering from his
by.
knee operation,
Due to a knee operation last
Ingemar was brought up in
November, Jernberg is faced with Tors by, a small town in western
the worst slump of his pole Sweden. He did not start pole
vaulting careel The lG·foot vaulti ug unLil he was 14 years old.
barrier has been eluding him all In Scandinavia back then Penti
through the indoor season even Nikola from Finland was the
though he has cleared it on many equivalent in popularity to a
occasions in the past.
Willie Mays or Sandy Koufax in
Jernberg showed his first signs the States. Penti held the world
of breaking out of his slump in record in the pole vault at 16-5l,4.
the WAC indo01: championships at Ingemar idolized Nikola to such a
Salt Lake City on Feb. 14·15. The degree that he made his own pole
out of a tree in his backyard and
1

Angels Beware

The British government
imposed the Gregorian calendar
on all its possessions, including
the American colonies, in 17 52.

UNM begins its 1972 outdoor
track and field season with a
triangular meet this Saturday at
1:30 p.m. The Lobos will host the
University of Arizona and Abilene
Christian College.
During the indoor track se&son
Coach Hugh Hackett's squad
defeated both schools quite easily,
In the triangular with UTEP and
Arizona, UNM came away with a
81·22 victory over Arizona. In the
Lltit:t: ~ay lill!llL wiLh Kansas and
Abilene Christian, the Lobos
defeated the latter 89·22,
However, Coach Hackett expects
a much closer meet outdoors.
Saturday's competition will
feature three dual meet record
holders. The UNM·Arizona dual
meet record in the 1.00-yard dash
was tied last year by Lobo Walter
Henderson (9.6). UNM's Ingeffi!\r
J(;rnberg set a •cCotd in the pole
vault as he cleared 16·6, which
was also his season's best.
Arizona's Lorenzo Allen set the
dual mark in the high jump last
year at 7-0.
Arizona had a head start on the
Lobos in the outdoor season. Last
week Arizona easily defeated
Arizona State and Occidental, The
Wildcats won nine events and
totaled 90 points for the meet
compared to Arizona State's
secot;d place total of 53.
One dual meet record that
should be broken Saturday is the
discus mark of 176·9 set by
Arizona's Karl Johnstone in 1963.
Arizona's Steve Gunzel threw the
discus 186·11% feet last week.

Motorcycles like the one here
will be subject in the future to
stringent government controls
concerning noise pollution.
A $25,000 dollar fine will be
directed to violating
manufacturers of noise pollutants.
Hells' Angels Beware!

Chisholm Speaks at Symposium

11~.1

1v auro II •

The 1972 "Sexism to
Humanism" Symposium,
discussing women and the
liber:!tion movement met at
Temple Buell College in Denver
from Feb. 21 through Feb. 23,
Leo Kanowitz, law professor at
the UNM law school, s&id.
"Sexism is defined as
discrimination on the basis of
sex," Kanowitz stated. "I would
add the qualification of
discrimination against either
women or men solely on the basis
of sex."
Shirley Chisholm, first black
woman to serve in the U.S. House
of Representatives &nd currently a
democratic candidate for the U.S.
presidency, also participated,
Kanowitz said. Chisolm's speech
·wm; entitled "Do Women Daro"
and drew a crowd of about 1800.
"She was primllrily concerned
with women in political life. Her
main remarks were directed
toward the problems women find
in political opportunities."
Kanowitz, who has written two
books, one of which is an analysis
of the Love Lust Poem
controversy of 1969, gave a
speech on the proposed equal

c omes in toast or whii'e.

Sizes 41J2 to I0.

21.00

Villa
•

Ifah· Desig11s for 1\.feiJ
specializing in. the

NATURAL CUT
complete fine of

groomi!Jg-a:ras
fer appointment
cell 255-3279

101 Washington S.E.
TtlC'phOnt.>_25!i·32'i9

~~

;

nghts amQildment to the U.S.
Constitution.
He said that he supports the
amm;dment and that he discussed,
"the variety of laws that continue
to discriminate solely on the basis
of sex," One case he mentioned
was the Idaho case of Reed versus
Reed. "The Reed case held th&t
Idaho law gave preference of
males over females for the
administration of a dead person's
estate," The case went to the U.S.
Supreme Court, which ruled that
the case was in violation of the
equal rights clause "because it was
not a rational classification." One
of the lawyers who participated in
the case, Kanowitz said, "The
decision didn't go as far as some
of us hoped."
Kanowitz stated he was the
only male "outside the audience"

who participated in the
symposium.
Other sp on kcus n t t.hP
symposium were Col. Coltilde
Bowen, the highest ranking black
woman in the U.S. armed forces,
Sr. Mary Austin Doherty,
departmental chairman of
psychology &i Alverno College in
Milwaukee and Naomie F.
Goldsmith, a physiologist and
biochemist.
Bowen spoke on women and
the military service and was in a
discussion of "The Future of
Sexism" with Kanowitz and
Goldsmith. Goldsmith also spoke
on "Women in Science,''
Kanowitz said. On the last day of
the symposium a panel discussion
was held on "Women and the
Effects of Mass Media."

The Office of Orientation and
Advisement at UNM will present a
speci&l program on KNME·TV
Channel 5 at 7:30 p.m. March 7.
It will be rebroadcast at noon
March 9.
John Bakas, director of
orientation and advisement, said
the 30-minute program is aimed at
explaining in detail the costs of
attending the university.
"This includes all the services
involved with the costs of
attending, including student
housing, the Student Health
Center, counseling, placement and
most importantly financial aid
and how a student can get it,"
Bakas said.
The program, hopefully the
first in a series by the orientation
a.""ld advisement office, is geared
specifically toward students who
are interested in coming to UNM
in the fall, and their parents.

Spaces are available for the
Purgatory trip on March 4-5. The
deadlines for payment will be
Wednesday, March 1, and tables
will be set up in the Union for
people who have not signed up.
The next Ski Club meeting will be
on Thursday at 7:30p.m. in room
231-D ot' the Union.
When you accuse Al Capp of
drawing a sexist cartoon strip, he
hasn't got a leg to stand on.
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IngE-mar Jernberg is New
Mexico's school record holder in
the pole vault with a best mark of
16·6.

Jernberg

season-11.
Leading the Lobos against the
approaching BYU plague will be
~like l!'aulkner. li'aulkner is ninth
statistically in the WAC, averaging
15.8 points a game and pulling in
a total of 100 rebounds. Whether
this will be enough to stop the
lanky 6·11 Cosic remains to be
seen.
One plus the Lobos have
maintained this season is their free
throw shooting, Tommy Roberts
and Harold Little are one·two in
the WAC. Roberts has hit 54 of
62 from the line for a .871
percentage, while Little has hit 40
of 47 from the stripe for an .• 851
percentage.
The Lobes have the
tremendous advantage of playing
at home for the BYU tilt. Thus far
they have taken all five WAC
games played here, winning only
one more on the road.

:

EVERYDAY

'

1718 Yale Blvd, SB
"F'amous ~arne Brands at

A
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333 Wvomimr Bl.vd. :-IE
Free hstimatcs
265·5901

Ii

OKIE,S

lOc BEER
Pizza SliCes 15¢
Dancing Every Nite
Central at Universily

FUN

FUN

)T<•<•)••••
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iouoPMENT

Tho AUDIO SHOWCASE OF NEW MEXICO!

•'•'

HAIR DESIGNS
FOR MEN
Specializing in the

LONG FULL LOOK
Straightening
-Men's Full Wigs

~

ONE STOP FOR Alt. YOUR STEREO NEEDS

COmPi.iiiil SERVICE DEPT.
MONOAV · SATUAOAV 9_00 A._M. TO 7.00 P_M.

2 l.OCATIONS

268-4227
SCIOl MlNAUL IL'IO.,H.t.

'":m 268-3136
tDJ COIHrlL DL tL
loloCIGU 11011 I.UU'-1

Sales and Service

VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS
2914 Central SE
across from the Triangle

Pizza Paisano 299-7541

We Deliver
& Chicken
Guaranteed HOT
Radio-Dispatched Trucks

Menu
Cheese ................................... .
13eE!f ....................................... .
Chili ..................................•.....
Sausage ..................................
Pepperon1-· ..............................
Roman Carnival ....................
(fu II combo)
4 Piece Chicken Dinner ........

I.

'Joreign Car Spedalisfs

FUN

:·,.

Repair 1\! ~!aintcnancc
on all foreign cars

i
i

FUN

g,.~..,' 5

Stovall Scoring Leader
Arizona i:ltate's Paul Stovall has
replaced BYU's Kresimir Cosic as
the top scorer and rebounder in
WAC conference games.. The
beefy Stovall used 35 points and
16 rebounds in last weekend's
game with the Lobos to up his
point average to 21.9 and rebound
tally to 180. Cosic meanwhile is
lurking in the background with
21.5 points per WAC game &nd
161 rebounds.
Cosic will be in town this
weekend when the Cougars square
off against the faltering Lobos.
BYU looks unstoppable at this
point. Last weekend they
defeated Wyoming and Colorado
State to up their overall record to
20·3. In doing this they clinched
the WAC basketball title, became
the irrst WAC team ever to repeat
as basketball champions and set
the WAC record for the most
conference victories in one

Olympics this year. "It would be a
pleasant surprise, but it can be
done." In order for him to
challenge any of the leaders he
must clear ·17 feet which is six
inches more than his best vault
and about one foot more than he
is presently jumping.
See-World Recognition
He does have three items
working in""his ·favor. One is his
determination. Ingemar is an
extremely hard worker. He is
determined to be the best pole
vaulter Sweden has ever claimed.
Another point is his confidence.
He is by no means cocky but he
feels that if he continues to
improve he can be .one of the
world's top five vaulters.
The real key to Ingemar's
future is his youth. The top three
vaulters in Sweden average 27
years in age. Ingemar is 21 and his
pole vaulting career should peak
around 25 which gives him more
than enough time to improve,
As previously stated, it's only a
remote possibility that Ingemar
will go to Munich this summer.
Chances are excellent however
that when the 1976 Olympics in
Montreal are held, the name
~Ingemar Jernberg will be in the
program under pole vaulters,

"
t•'

•

1h to ~ OFF

Lowe. r !han Possible Prices"

.t

The 1972 Special Olympics
committee has announced that
parents of ment&Jly handicapped
children can now enroll their
children in training programs for
the Second Annual Special
Olympics Games. All mentally
retarded children above the age of
eight are eligible to compete in
these games, To assure fair
competition, each age group is
divided into four groups according
to physical ability.
Local games will be held
throughout the state near the end
of March and regional games will
be held in April. The state
competition will be June 2·3 in
Albuquerque.

tt

t Located Behind ~uu..;;1 61,'"'t tt
'
'

I

RE.NO, Nev. (UPI)Pe pperdine College's basketball
team had squeezed out an 89·88
victory over the University of
Nevada the night before and the
coach said the players were in
high spirits when they boarded a
Western Airlines jet Sunday for
the flight home to Southern
C.tifornia.
That may have been the
problem. Western Airlines said
olle of the stewardesses heard a
player say that his companions
were hijackers, and the plane was
going to be hij&cked to Florida.
The stewardess told the pilot as he
taxied out for takeoff.
The pilot radioed the control
tower and taxied back to the
passenger ramp- where the FBI
removed the eight·man team, two
coaches and a referee who was
flying with them. They were
questioned for three hours and
released.
"The FBl was real nice,'' Coach
Gary Colson said. "Anyway, e'lfen
if a guy is going to hijack a plane,
he's certainly not going to be part
of a basketball team."

Enrolling Announced
for Games

'

NEW MEXICO LOBO

o 1

I

~S;:;;k-:-d-;:C:-:-lu-:b-

!

I

I

I

Some 3000 letters announcing
the program have been sent to
parents of high school students
who have indicated an interest in
UNM, Bakas added.
The program will be moderated
by Tony Tiano of KNME-TV.
Also appearing will be Bakas;
Harold Lavender, vice president
for student affairs; Sven Winther,
director of the counseling center;
Micheal Hickey, director of the
Student Health Center; and
Robert Schulte, assist&nt director
of housing.

t
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Mistaken Hijackers
Stranded in Reno

r--FAc:roiY--:A

•

i

\ '

U Orientation Office Will Air
Program Explaining Services

the store for DIAMONDS has

YOUR PERSONAl SERVICE JEWELER

•

Outdoor Track
Season Begins

'Sexism to Humanism'
Here•s high-gear fashion for your
fun-filled life. lfs called

began pole vaulting,
except in reverse, You use your
In Sweden track and field is the feet first."
As complicated as all that
second most popular sport behind
soccer, Although Swedish high sounds, Ingemar learned. it.
schools do not have track teams, quickly. He won several meets for
there are numerous track clubs. ·his age group in the first meets
Jernberg joined the local track that he entered.
club in Torsby at the age of 15.
Like a vintage wine Ingemar
There he learned how to pole improved with age, When. the time
V!\U)t,
came to choose a college, he
Vaulting Description
looked to the United States where
'l'he Lobo sophomore describes the track season is longer and the
pole vaulting simply as,. "running weather is more conducive to year
full· speed down a rampway and around practice. UNM satisfied his
transfering your momentum into need~ and Ingemar traveled the
bending the pole so the vaulters seldom used route from Torsby,
trajectory will be maximum, Once Sweden to Albuquerque.
reaching the height the vaulter
Immediate Success
must twist from the pole over the
Ingemar's first season at UNM
bar. The form going over the bar was a success. He set school
is much like a swimming dive records indoors and outdoors with
vaults of 16·6. He is currently the
fourth best pole vaulter in
Sweden.
Sweden sends their three best
vaulters to the Olympics. Ingemar
must pass but one of the three to
make a trip to the 1972 Olympics
in Munich representing Sweden.
This is not an e&sy task when
your competition is men like Erik
Blomquist, Hans Lagerquist, and
Kjell Isaksson all of whom have
cleared 1 7 feet,
Ingemar is quite realistic about
his chances of entering the

1.85
2. !0
2.10
2.20
2.25
2.65
1.65
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CAMPUS BRIEF§
Amistad Poetry
Spoil," dealing with the problems
The Amistad Poetry Series will of oil pollution.
present ''Poems by the Best
Each film is about 20 minutes
Friends Collective" a group of long.
local women poets March 1 at 7
p.m. in the Bandelier East Lounge .
Boycott
of the Old Ortega Hall, Admission
The Albuquerque Boycott
is free.
committee will meet March 1, at
7:30p.m. at Chicano Studies. All
Chemical Engineering
interested per&ons are invited to
R.S. Hotchkiss will speak on attend.
the "Numerical Calculation of
Fluid Flows," March 1 at 3:30
Hoedown
p.m. in room 349 of the Farris
The Wagon Wheels of UNM will
Engineering Center.
~rk four years of square dancing
at their fourth annual hoedown in
Sierra Club Films
Lht! Uniun l3allxoom from 7 :30·11
Three Sierra Club films will be p.m. Aprill.
shown free to the public March 1
Calling sets will be Bruce
at 8 p.m. in the biology building, Johnson, of Santa Barbara, Calif.,
room 100.
renowned as one of the nation's
They are "West Chicago," a best, said Donna Bauer, publicity
movie about the Tongass National chairman for Wagon Wheels,
Forest, which is a famous haven
A free workshop will be held
for fish and wild game in Alaska; from 2·4 p.m. April 1 1 enabling
"Follow the Wind to Cousin," a dancers to practice the dances
new film about the Island of they'll be doing that night.
Cousin, a unique bird sanctuary in Tickets are $2 in advance or $2,50
the Indian Ocean; and "Oil at the door and may be obtained

by writing 1400 Virginia N.E.,
Apt. 51, Albuquerque 87110,
Ba.uer said.

Cuban Revolution
Nelson Valdes will speak on the
''Cuban Revolution and Workers'
Control," March 4 at 7:30p.m. at
the Friends Meeting House, 815
Girard NE. The talk will be on the
role of the working class in Cuba
and implications about the nat-ure
of Socialism, Admission is free.

Dorm Landscaping

Work on dorm landscaping will
begin March 4. There will b(! a
meeting March 1 at 7:15 p,m, in
La Posada dining hall to finalize
plans.
For further information call
277-3973.

Latin Forum

Bary Brower will speak on "Los
Estados Unidos y Ia Poesia Social
en Hispanoamerica" en espanol,
March 2 at 7:30 p.m. at the
International Centel', 1818 Las
Lomas Rd, N.E.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RATES: 7c Per word, 20 word mini·
mum ($1.401 per time ruq, U ad 111 to
run five or more consecutive days with
no cbangee the rate la rf:doced to lie
per word and the minimum number of
word.l to 10.

BBA Requirements Decided
The admission tequirements for
the new · Bachelor's of Business
Administration degree have been
worked out, and students may
apply for admission to the
program this spring.
.
The new BBA program, whxch
will start in September 1 is a result
of pressure on the part of many
students and faculty over a period
of two years to reinstate an
undergraduate degree in business.
The BBA had originally been
dropped in favor of the five • year
master's degree 13rogram, on the
grounds that it merely duplicated
similar programs being offered at
other colleges within the state.
However, the cost of attending
c;:ollege for five years has proven
prohibitive to many minority
$tudents and returning veterans,
The minimum requirements for
transfer from University College
to the school of Business and
Administrative Sciences are: 62
hours of earned credit, a
s~holarship index of at least 2.0
on all hours attempted, and grades
of "C" or higher in each of the
uspecific Requirements."
Ralph Edgel, professor of
business, commented "The new
program has not been accredited
by the American Association of
Collegiate Schools of Business.

This is because wc have too large a
student · faculty ratio. The
AACSB feels that 1·8.75 students
per faculty member would be the
most desirable.
"There won't be a full
complement of faculty in the fall,
as there are seven positions to be
filled right now. However," he
continued, '~we're recruiting like
mad fot teachers, and have one or
two places filled so far."
John Yeakel, also of the School
of Business, remarlted "as far as 1
know, no graduate of the business
school has had difficulty getting
hired because of the lack of
AACSB accreditation."
Edge! also stated that the
School of Business is planning to
phase in more faculty members
over the next two to four years,
and that accreditation is expected
to be granted by the AACSB
within that period of time.
#

'•

First Aid
The advanced first aid course
will be conducted at the Red
Cross Chapter building, 5006
ColJper N.E. Class will be held
2·4:30 p.m. on Tuesdays and
Thursdays starting March 7, 197 2.
Pre-registration is required.
Interested persons should call the
Red Cross at 265·8514.

Saturn

WHERE: Journalism BuUdlnsr. BOOD'I

Saturn will be observed March
2 through the 15lh inch telescope
Claaeffted .AdvertiiJnc
UNM P.O. Box 20
at UNM campus observatory
Alb!lquerque, lUI. 87106
during their new hours from 8 to
TERMS: Pa)'men~ muat be made In full prior to lns(lrtlon of advertb~~m~
10 p.m.
Admission to the open house is
U PERSONALS
S) FORSALE
free although children under 12
NEEDA RIDE TO NEW YORK March
PENTAX SPOTMATIC, 2 lenses PIWI should be accompanied by an
25th to 28th, Wlll abate gas expenses.
more. Call Barbara, 842·0528.
8/2 adult~ The observatory is open
Jane, 298·1303.
8/7
1968 FORD XL-390, good condition, $1450. each Thursday of the semester,
FREE DOG TO RESPONSIBLE HOME.
2704 Candelaria NW.
8/1 weather permitting.
8 month female, affecti<mate, overlY in•
'70
FORD
SuperVan,
V-8,
3-speed,
winParking fot the night is in the
3/7
tclllgent. 266·5070 after 5.
dows, 6 tires and. snow tires, excellent •
LANDLORD PROBLEMS: The D11IIY
co11ditlon, must sell 12,000, 256·1379, 8/l physics department Jot at the•
Lobo Ia doing n survey on tcmmt/land·
DEAL STUDENT TO STUDENT. Save cortter of Lomas and Yale, N.E.
lord hassles in the UNM nrea, It you
40%-Diamonds and cuatom bandJI. The observator:y is on the south
have a problem, or have am exceptionally
Charlie Romcrc>-344-6349.
4/9 fringe of the UNM Golf Course.
good landlord, give us a call, 277-4202,
after 5 p.m. We will not accept anony~
205, afternoons Preferably or mall,

mous calla.
''YOU GET TO BALL the prettiest boys,
smoke the best dope, m!!i!t the most far..
out P<!ople.'' Gt<OU.f'iES 'i'ONIGHT6, 8, 10 pm. SUB Thea_!~· $1.00.
8/1
COUPLE NEEDS RIDE TO NEW YORK.
alter Feb. 29. 265·9357,
3/4
FREE EARS - FREE TALK - FREE
MINDS. AGORA can listen to yollt'
problems with an open mind and a different pcrspectlve. It Ita a little problem, perhaps we can help you aolve It
right away. U Its a ~·hopper we can
help you over the crisis anq1 surc~eest
a)Jprom·Jatc long term help, AGORA,
NW corner Mesa Vista Hall, 277·3013.
Call or come B!!i! U!J, We arc available
arou!ld the cJock.
tfn
EXPERIENCE A HIGH JN LEATHER:
pants, jackets, bella, wallets, hats, bag~~,
knapsacks. Upstair~~ at THE LEATHER•
BACK TURTLE, 2933 Monte Vlata NE
(behind Triangle Dar)
tfn

$750 STEREO COMPONENT BYl!tem1 150
watt amp, speakers, tape deilk, nead~
phonl:'ll. Jo'or sale or trade, make offer.
247·8263.
3/6
'tHE L~ATHEimACK TURTLE ••• youv
organic haberda.aher haa panfb that ftt
where others leave off. Upetalra at 2938
Monte Vbta NE. (Behind the Trlantrle
Dar).
tfn
NEW 1971 SINGER SEWING MA·
CHINES equipped to do moet any.
thing, $49,96. Caah Ol' Tenna, O~en '1
days li WEek. United Frelsrht Salea 1 8920
San l!fa teo NE.
tln
30 USED PORTABLE TV's. $30·$60. 441
Wyom_!.!llr NE. ZGG·5981.
6/Z
1tlli4 CHEVY. Very clean, $226.00. Call
2!lG·2·U8,
3/1
PHOTOGRAPlllC SUPPLIES. Student
discount on cverytblnR" in store. Dark~
room supl)JICOJ, film, chemicals, proe~
ing. Southern ElClloeure lTD. !.!318 Central, acrO!IB from Yale Puk.
Un

2)

6)

LOST&FOUND

THANK YOU, whoever found mlr' bt and
tc!:lk it to the bn~inl'll!l office. KMB
LOST! Bracelet type !!old Wllteh, pQSslbly
on playing fields. 277·6696,
3/6
FOJJND! CONTACT LENSEs-in blue
case ncar library caU .277•4873.
3/6
I<'OUND: SLIDE RULE ln UNM cttmpus
parking lot. Claim in Rm. 206, Journal•
ism.
816
FOUND-MAN'S JACKET IN GEOLOGY BUILDING. Tues. nitc Call
Marvin, 277·4991.
2/4
3)

SERVICES

UNM Student docs cheap tune-utJs, &t
timing, carburetor, install new 11oints,
plugs, condemsor-all tor $5. You l!upp]y
parts, or I do at dt,eount prlccs. Box
4175 !or Instant reply, Zip 87106. 3/6
};:OME REPAIR TELEVISION SERVICE. B&:W, Color, Stereo. Student
discount. 2GS.4G89.
3/G
TYPING. Re~onable Rate. IBM. El~·
tnc, 9809 Salem NE. 296·8319.
3/8
DEVELOP SPIRITUALLY AS WELL AS
ACAUEMICALLY. Attend the Cltrbtlan
Studtmt Center, 130 Girard NE. 266·
4312.
3/2
PASSPOR'l', IMMIGRATION, IDENTI·
FICATION photo. Fut, inexpensi-ve,
pleMing. Near UNM. Call 265·2444 Ol'
i)omc t<t 1717 Girard Blvd. NE.
1/28
GROUP TAOS SKI TRlPS; $35.00 lnelud~
lodtdng, transportation & discounts. 2BZ·
6405,
3/9

4)

FOR RENT

FFlM ALE ROOMMATE WANTED:
Campus area, $67.50. 265.0288 after 5,
no straights or frenk!J.
3/7
TWO ttOOMMATES. 2 br howf!. $55 erteh.
2!104 Hyder S~ .or 25~·8904. John. '1..~7
l•'F:MALE ROOMMATE WANTED to
ahnrt! npt. 2 miles from. cnmpus. 255·
!1805,
. ..
3/1
5) FORSALE
1965 PORSCHE 3lHlC. Rebuilt. engine.
$2850 firm. 256-8904 or 842·ti314, John.
'J/7
1!JGG JgEP STATION WAGON-good G
cyl, t-nsillne, 11ew clutch, body excelJ(!Jlt.
Set up for camping, $600.00. 346·14!12.
3/G
ART STUF' ba! all art supplies dl$countcd. 1824 Ct!ntraJ.
B/6
1!168 VOLKSWAGEN CAMPER. <very
good condition, rUns grl!at, $1600, 299·
4904,
3/G
JUST RECElVED-11l7Z tnodel solid state
stereo comPonent eyStell'l, complete WiUt
AM-FM, FM·stereo radio, etereo caasctte
recorder and player ~otnPlctc wiUt microphone, lnelude~~ deluxe IJSR reeotd
ch1111gcr for only $249.96, Cnsh or tenns.
UNITED FREIGHT SALES 3920 San
Mateo NE. Open seven days a Week. tfn

Page 8

EMPLOYMENT

FLOWERS MAKE TBE DAY BEAU·
TIFUL-sell nowers-gcl()d pay-268·
!l82:!.
8/31
WANT TO TEACH IN SOUTliERN
CALIFORNIA 'l The Oxnard School Dill·
tdct will cottduct rntervfeWII on Wednesday, March 1. Elementary teachers
Jntcr<sted Jn a Southern C'all!ornra
eoastal district should contact the
Placement . Office for an appointment.
Openings, ldnderi!'amn through G and
a lew 7th and 8th {fradt!S. Seeking an
ethnieatly balanced profes!lcmal staff.
3/1
HELP WANTED: Flowere m&l<e the day
nicer-uti flowers-good pay-268·9822.
3/1

G::.:.:::::::::::::::::::::~:::::~~::::~::: =:::::~::::=:::~~ . . . :::.~=. .
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Wednesday, March 1, 1972
Contlnulng Ed - The Albuquerque
Story; Union theater: 9:30 a.m. - 12
noon.
Amistud; Union Theater; 6·8·10
p.m.
ASUNM Senate; Union xoom
250A·E; 7-10 p.m.
Student Nurses Association; Union
room 129; 7·9 p.m.
Delta Sigma Pi; Union room 230;
7:30
Sandia Grotto; 231-D Uni()n room;
'7!30.9:80 p,m,
Spurs• Union room 231·E;
7:30.8:30 p.m,
Alpha Phi Otnega; Uni()n room
281A·B; 8•10 p.m.
Gay Liberation; Union r<Jom
8-10 p,m.

W!IH

HAIIRIET ANDERSSON
8181 ANDERSSON
MONA MALM
FVA OAHlBECk

~3l•C;

KA!Htl KAVU
GERTRUD FRIOH

BARBRO HJORT
JARL KOLLE

:.illlllllltlllll. tl Ill I l II II Uti I 1•1111 II It I I 't I It'

li~l!ifiU

AID

: Makers of-Hc.nd Made i
!
ln~:Uan Jewelry
~
S
OlDTOWN
~
::. ... ,•.,,, ... , ...... ,,.... , ... ,,.,, .. ,.,., ...... ,e

LOBO

I

CLA§§IFRED
A DVERTlf§llNG

University P.O. Box 20# UNM# Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum {that's 20 words}
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times}

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of odvertiseme!'l~
ClASSIFICATIONS:
l. Personals
S. For Safe

2. lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Misct:llloneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERiiSEMENT -~ TrMES STARTING........_~-

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!
ENCLOSED $._.........._._____

PLACED BY _______..__......__ _ _ ___

.NEW MEXICO LOBO

